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Abstract: We show that in abelian sandpiles on infinite Galton-Watson trees, the probability that
the total avalanche has more than t topplings decays as t−1/2. We prove both quenched and annealed
bounds, under suitable moment conditions. Our proofs are based on an analysis of the conductance
martingale of Morris (2003), that was previously used by Lyons, Morris and Schramm (2008) to
study uniform spanning forests on Zd, d ≥ 3, and other transient graphs.
1 Introduction and results
The abelian sandpile model was introduced by Bak, Tang and Wiesenfeld in [BTW88] in 1987
as a toy model displaying self-organized criticality. A self-organized critical model is postulated
to drive itself into a critical state which is characterized by power-law behaviour of, for example,
correlation functions, without fine-tuning an external parameter. For a general overview we refer
to [R06, J14] and some physics literature [D90, D06]. There are connections of the sandpile model
to Tutte polynomials [CB03], logarithmic conformal invariance [R13], uniform spanning trees
[D90], or neuronal communication [BP03].
Consider a finite connected graph G = (V ∪ {s}, E) with a distinguished vertex s called the
sink. Assign to each vertex x ∈ V a natural number ηx ∈ N representing its height or mass.
The abelian sandpile model is defined as follows: Choose at every discrete time step a vertex
x ∈ V uniformly at random and add mass 1 on it. If the resulting height at x is at least the
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number of its neighbours then we topple the vertex x by distributing its mass uniformly among
its neighbours. Mass can leave the system via the sink s. The topplings will continue until all the
vertices in V are stable, that is, they have mass which is smaller than their number of neighbours.
The sequence of consecutive topplings is called an avalanche. The order of topplings does not
matter, hence the model is called abelian. The unique stationary measure for this Markov chain
is the uniform measure on the recurrent configurations.
There are various interesting quantities studied, for example the avalanche size or diameter
distribution depending on the underlying graph [JL93, DM90, BHJ17], the toppling durations,
infinite-volume models [AJ04, MRS02], continuous height analogues [JRS15] etc.
In particular it is known that on the full Bethe lattice the probability that an avalanche of
size at least t decays like a power law with mean-field exponent −1/2 for large t [DM90], the
same is true on the complete graph [JL93], and has been proved for the lattice Zd for d ≥ 5
recently [H18-2]. We also refer to [BHJ17] for some upper and lower bounds on Zd for d ≥ 2.
On a non-homogeneous graph such as a random tree there are hardly any rigorous results.
In [RRS12] sandpile models on random binomial (resp. binary) trees are considered, i.e. every
vertex has two descendants with probability p2, one with probability 2p(1 − p) and none with
probability (1−p)2 (resp. 2 offspring with probability p and none with probability 1−p); there,
in a toppling, mass 3 is ejected by the toppling site, independently of its number of neighbours;
hence there is dissipation when this number is less than 2. It is proven that in a small super-
critical regime p > 12 the (quenched and annealed) avalanche sizes decay exponentially hence
the model is not critical. In a recent paper [RRS17] it is proven that the critical branching
parameter for these models is p = 1. The reason is that as soon as there exist vertices with
degree strictly less than 2 the extra dissipation thus introduced to the system is destroying the
criticality of the model.
In this paper we consider an abelian sandpile model on a supercritical Galton-Watson branch-
ing tree T with possibly unbounded offspring distribution p = {pk}k≥0 under some moment
assumption. We write νT for the probability distribution of the sandpile model conditioned on
the environment T. Let S denote the total number of topplings upon addition at the root, which
is a.s. finite (see later on for details). Then we prove the following.
Theorem 1. There exists C = C(p) such that for all t large enough depending on T we have
νT[S > t] ≤ C t−1/2.
Furthermore if p has an exponential moment then there exists c0 = c0(T) that is a.s. positive on
the event when T survives, such that we have
νT
[
S > t
] ≥ c0 t−1/2.
We also have the following annealed bounds.
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Theorem 2. Let P denote the probability distribution for the Galton-Watson trees, and E the
corresponding expectation. If p has 1 + δ moment then there exists C = C(p) > 0 such that
E
[
νT[S > t]
∣∣T survives] ≤ C t−1/2.
and if p has exponential moment then there exists c = c(p) such that
E
[
νT[S > t]
∣∣T survives] ≥ c t−1/2.
The idea of the proofs relies on the analysis of a suitable conductance martingale introduced
by [M03, LMS08] to study uniform spanning forests on Zd and other transient graphs.
The paper is organized as follows. First in section 2 we introduce the setting and notation
and in particular we recall the decomposition of avalanches into waves. In section 3 we prove
quenched bounds on the size of waves when the offspring distribution p is bounded. These
proofs, which are simpler than in the unbounded case, contain nevertheless the essential steps
needed in both cases; hence we prefer to present them before the more technical general case.
In the subsequent section 4 we prove quenched bounds on waves when p in unbounded. We
deduce the corresponding bounds on S from the bounds on the waves in section 5 and finally
we prove annealed bounds in section 6.
2 Notation and preliminaries
2.1 Abelian sandpile model on subtrees of the Galton-Watson tree
Consider a supercritical Galton-Watson branching process with offspring distribution {pk}k≥0
with mean µ =
∑
k≥0 kpk > 1, starting with a single individual. We abbreviate the collection
{pk}k≥0 by p.
Let us fix a realization T(ω) of the family tree of this Galton-Watson process with root
denoted by o. We will call F the event that the branching process survives. The random
environment T = T(ω) is defined on a probability space (Ω,G ,P).
The edge set of T is denoted by E(T). We identify T with its vertex set. Take a subset
A ⊂ T and let us denote by ∂EA the edge boundary of A, i.e. the set of edges e = (v, u) ∈ E(T)
such that v ∈ A and u ∈ Ac, where Ac is the complement of A in T. We denote by |A| the
cardinality of a set A. We say that A is connected if the subgraph induced in T is connected.
Then the distance d(u, v) between the two vertices u, v ∈ A is defined as the number of edges of
the shortest path joining them within A. For v ∈ T we write |v| = d(o, v). The (outer) vertex
boundary ∂V A is defined as follows. A vertex v ∈ T belongs to ∂VA if v ∈ Ac and there exists
u ∈ A such that (u, v) ∈ E(T). Let ∂inV A = {v ∈ A : ∃w ∈ Ac such that (v,w) ∈ E(T)} be the
internal vertex boundary of A. We will further use the notation (V, o) for a graph with vertex
set V and root o. We will denote the cardinality of a set A by both symbols |A| and #A. By a
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result of Chen-Peres [CP04] we know that T satisfies anchored isoperimetry. They proved (case
(ii) in the proof of [CP04, Corollary 1.3]) that there exists δ0 = δ0(p) > 0 and an a.s. finite
random variable N1 = N1(T) such that for any connected o ∈ A ⊂ T with |A| ≥ N1 we have
|∂EA| ≥ δ0|A|. (1)
It also follows from the proof of [CP04, Corollary 1.3] that there exists c1 = c1(p) > 0 such that
P[N1 ≥ n] ≤ e−c1n, n ≥ 0. (2)
We denote by Tk = {v ∈ T : d(o, v) = k} the set of vertices at precisely distance k from the
root, similarly we write T<k = {v ∈ T : d(o, v) < k} for the set of all vertices at most at distance
k and analogously we define T≤k. We write T(v) for the subtree of T rooted at v. For a vertex
v ∈ T we denote by deg(v) the degree of vertex v ∈ T (i.e. the number of edges in E(T) with
one end equal to v), and we denote by deg+(v) the forward degree of v, that is the number of
children of v.
For some finite connected subset H ⊂ T such that o ∈ H we write T∗H for the finite connected
wired graph, i.e. such that each vertex in Hc is identified with some cemetery vertex s, called
a sink. For a vertex v ∈ H we denote by degH(v) the degree of vertex v ∈ H (i.e. the number
of edges in E(T∗H) with one end equal to v), and we denote by deg
+
H(v) the forward degree of v
within H. We simply write degT(v) = deg(v) and deg
+
T
(v) = deg+(v). We fix such a subset H
from now on.
We gather in the following subsections results we need on the abelian sandpile model, for
which we refer for instance to [D90, R06, H08, J14].
2.1.1 Height configurations and legal topplings
Height configurations on T∗H are elements η ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}H .
For η ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}H and u ∈ H, ηu denotes the height at vertex u. A height configuration
η is stable if ηu ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, ..,degH(u)− 1} for all u ∈ H. Stable configurations are collected in
the set ΩH . Note that deg(u), u ∈ H, and ΩH , depend on the realization of the Galton-Watson
tree T, hence are random.
For a configuration η, we define the toppling operator Tu via
(Tu(η))v = ηv −∆Huv
where ∆H is the toppling matrix, indexed by vertices u, v ∈ H and defined by
∆Huv =
{
degH(u), if u = v
−1, if (u, v) ∈ E(T∗H)
(3)
In words, in a toppling at u, degH(u) particles are removed from u, and every neighbour of u
receives one particle. Note that ∆H depends on the realization of T which hence is random in
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contrast to the case of the binary tree studied in [RRS12]. Therefore there is no dissipation in
a toppling, except for the particles received by the sink of T∗H .
A toppling at u ∈ H in configuration η is called legal if ηu ≥ degH(u). A sequence of legal
topplings is a composition Tun ◦ . . . ◦ Tu1(η) such that for all k = 1, . . . , n the toppling at uk
is legal in Tuk−1 ◦ . . . ◦ Tu1(η). The stabilization of a configuration η is defined as the unique
stable configuration S(η) ∈ ΩH that arises from η by a sequence of legal topplings. Every
η ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}H can be stabilized thanks to the presence of a sink.
2.1.2 Addition operator and Markovian dynamics
Let u ∈ H, the addition operator is the map au : ΩH → ΩH defined via
auη = S(η + δu) (4)
where δu ∈ {0, 1}H is such that δu(u) = 1 and δu(z) = 0 for z ∈ H, z 6= u. In other words, auη
is the effect of an addition of a single grain at u in η, followed by stabilization.
The dynamics of the sandpile model can be defined as a discrete-time Markov chain {η(n), n ∈
N} on ΩH defined via
η(n) =
n∏
i=1
aXiη(0) (5)
where Xi, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are i.i.d. uniformly chosen vertices in H.
2.1.3 Recurrent configurations, spanning trees and stationary measure
The set of recurrent configurations RH of the sandpile model corresponds to the recurrent states
of the Markov chain (5) defined above. The Markov chain has a unique stationary probability
measure νH which is the uniform measure on the set RH . There is a bijection between RH and
the spanning trees of T∗H [MD92], that is useful in analyzing νH .
Let o ∈ H1 ⊂ H2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Hn ⊂ · · · be a sequence of sets with union equal to T. The
sandpile measure νT on T is defined as the weak limit of the stationary measures νHn for the
sandpile model on T∗Hn , when the limit exists. By [JW12, Theorem 3], an infinite volume sandpile
measure νT on T exists if each tree in the WSF (Wired Uniform Spanning Forest) on T has one
end almost surely. The WSF is defined as the weak limit of the uniform spanning trees on T∗Hn ,
as n→∞. We refer to [LP16] for background on wired spanning forests. We define the related
measure WSFo in the following way. Identify o and s in T
∗
H and let WSFo be the weak limit of
the uniform spanning tree in the resulting graph as H goes to T. Let Fo denote the connected
component of o under WSFo. Almost sure finiteness of Fo is equivalent to one endedness of the
component of o under WSF, see [LMS08].
The one end property for trees with bounded degree in the WSF of Galton-Watson trees was
proven by [AL07, Theorem 7.2]. In the unbounded case it follows directly by [H18, Theorem
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2.1]. Draw a configuration from the measure νT, add a particle at o and carry out all possible
topplings. By [JR08, Theorem 3.11], one-endedness of the components and transience of T (for
simple random walk) imply that there will be only finitely many topplings νT-a.s., and as a
consequence the total number of topplings S is a.s. finite.
2.1.4 Waves, avalanches and Wilson’s method
Given a stable height configuration η and o ∈ H, we define the avalanche cluster AvH(η) induced
by addition at o in η to be the set of vertices in H that have to be toppled at least once in the
course of the stabilization of η + δo. Avalanches can be decomposed into waves (see [IKP94],
[JR08]) corresponding to carrying out topplings in a special order. The first wave denotes the
set of vertices in H which have to be toppled in course of stabilization until o has to be toppled
again. The second wave starts again from o and collects all the vertices involved in the toppling
procedure until o has to be toppled for the second time etc.
Let NH(η) denote the number of waves caused by addition at o to the configuration η in H.
For fixed T, the avalanche can be decomposed into
AvH(η) =
NH (η)⋃
i=1
W iH(η) (6)
where W iH(η) is the i-th wave. We write W
last
H (η) for W
NH(η)
H (η). Further we denote by
SH(η) = |W 1H(η)| + ...+ |W lastH (η)| (7)
the total number of topplings in the avalanche AvH(η).
Note that waves can be defined on the full tree T as well where now it is possible to have
infinitely many waves. However due to the almost sure finiteness of the avalanche, NH under
νH converges weakly to N under the sandpile measure which is νT -a.s. finite. Furthermore W
i
H
converges weakly to W i. We thus have
Av(η) =
N(η)⋃
i=1
W i(η) (8)
S(η) = |W 1(η)|+ ...+ |W last(η)| (9)
S(η) ≥ |Av(η)| (10)
Lemma 1. For any stable configuration η on T we have the following.
(i) W 1(η) equals the connected component of o in {v ∈ T : ηv = deg(v) − 1}
(ii) N(η) = max{k ∈ N : Tk ⊂W 1(η)}
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(iii) W 1(η) ⊃ · · · ⊃W last(η)
Proof. (i) Call A = {v ∈ T : ηv = deg(v) − 1}. Then all of the vertices in A topple in the
first wave. On the other hand each vertex in ∂VA only receives one particle and hence will not
topple.
(ii) After the first wave vertices v in ∂inV W
1(η) have at most deg(v) − 2 particles and W 2(η) =
W 1(η) \ ∂inV W 1(η). Let us call K = max{k ∈ N : Tk ⊂ W 1(η)}. Then T≤K ⊂ W 1(η) but there
exists v ∈ TK such that v ∈ ∂inV W 1(η) and therefore T≤K−1 ⊂W 2(η) but v /∈W 2(η). The claim
follows now by repeating this argument for ∂inV W
2(η),W 3(η)... up to W last(η).
(iii) This last assertion follows from the arguments in the proof of (ii).
Recall that T is a fixed realization of a supercritical Galton-Watson tree. Observe that in
the supercritical case a.s. there exists a vertex v∗ = v∗(T) such that v∗ has at least two children
with an infinite line of descent, and v∗ is the closest such vertex to o. Hence, in the sequel we
may assume without loss of generality that our sample T is such that v∗ exists.
Lemma 2. For νT-a.e. η there is at most one wave with the property that v
∗ topples but one of
its children does not. When this happens, we have N(η) ≥ |v∗|+ 1, and the wave in question is
WN−|v
∗|(η).
Proof. Let o = u0, . . . , u|v∗| = v
∗ be the path from o to v∗. Then for each 0 ≤ k ≤ |v∗| − 1, the
only child of uk with an infinite line of descent is uk+1. This implies that the graphH0 := T\T(v∗)
is finite. Consider any finite subtree H of T that contains {v∗} ∪ H0. By the burning test of
Dhar [D90, H08], under νH we have η(w) = deg(w) − 1 for all w ∈ H0. Taking the weak limit,
this also holds under νT (which exists for a.e. T). It follows from this and Lemma 1(i) that
either v∗ does not topple in the avalanche (when η(v∗) ≤ deg(v∗) − 2), or if v∗ topples, then
there is an earliest wave W ℓ(η) such that v∗ topples in W ℓ(η), but one of its children does not.
It follows then by induction that in W ℓ+k(η) the vertex u|v∗|−k topples, but u|v∗|−k+1 does not,
for 1 ≤ k ≤ |v∗|. Hence ℓ+ |v∗| = N , and the claim follows.
In addition to the above lemmas, we will use the following upper bound.
Lemma 3. For η sampled from νT and the corresponding WSFo-measure we have
νT(W
1(η) ∈ A ) ≤ GT(o, o)WSFo(Fo ∈ A )
where GT denotes the Green’s function for continuous time simple random walk on T that crosses
each edge at rate 1 and A is a cylinder event.
Proof. We first show the statement in finite volume H and then take the weak limit. Let RH
be the set of all waves. By [IKP94] there is a bijection between RH and 2-component spanning
forest on T∗H such that o and s are in different components. Alternatively these are spanning
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trees of the graph obtained from T∗H by identifying o and s. Let us call the uniform spanning
tree measure on this finite graph WSFo,H . We have
νH(W
1
H(η) ∈ A ) =
∣∣{η ∈ RH :W 1H(η) ∈ A }∣∣
|RH |
≤ |RH ||RH | ·
∣∣{η ∈ RH : η ∈ A }∣∣
|RH |
= EνH (N)WSFo,H(Fo ∈ A )
(11)
where the last step follows from the bijection. By Dhar’s formula [D90] and taking the weak
limit we conclude the claim.
Occasionally, we will use Wilson’s algorithm [W96], that provides a way to sample uniform
spanning trees in finite graphs, and as such can be used to sample Fo under WSFo,H , as follows.
Enumerate H \ {o} as {v1, . . . , v|H|−1}. Run a loop-erased random walk (LERW) in T∗H from v1
until it hits {o, s}, which yields a path γ1. Then run a LERW from v2 until it hits γ1 ∪ {o, s},
yielding a path γ2, etc. The union of all the LERWs is a two component spanning forest with o
and s in different components, and the component containing o is distributed as Fo. By passing
to the limit H ↑ T and using transience of T, one obtains the following algorithm to sample Fo
under WSFo. Enumerate T \ {o} = {v1, v2, . . . }. Run a LERW from v1, stopped, if it hits o,
yielding a path γ1. Then run a LERW from v2, stopped, if it hits γ1 ∪ {o}, yielding a path γ2,
etc. Then the union of the paths that attach to o is distributed as Fo under WSFo. (Compare
[LP16, Section 10.1] on Wilson’s method rooted at infinity.)
2.2 Electrical networks and the conductance martingale
2.2.1 Effective conductances and resistances
A general reference for this section is the book [LP16]. Let G = (V,E) be a finite or locally finite
infinite graph, for example T∗H or T(v). We can regard them as an electrical network where each
edge has conductance (and hence resistance) 1. An oriented edge e = (e−, e+) (or
→
e ) has a head
e+ and a tail e−. The set of oriented edges is denoted by
→
E.
Let us first consider a finite network. A unit flow θ from A to B, A,B ⊂ V , is an antisym-
metric function on the set of oriented edges θ :
→
E → R such that∑
e:e−∈A
θ(e) = 1 and ∀v /∈ A ∪B,
∑
e:e−=v
θ(e) = 0 (12)
The energy E of a flow θ is defined as
E (θ) :=
1
2
∑
e∈
→
E
θ(e)2. (13)
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The effective resistance R between two sets A and B is defined by
R(A↔ B) = inf{E (θ) : θ is a unit flow from A to B}. (14)
The minimum is achieved, by one flow called the unit current flow. The effective conductance
C between A and B is equal to
C (A↔ B) = 1
R(A↔ B) (15)
or equivalently
C (A↔ B) = inf
f :V→[0,+∞):
f |A=0,f |B=1
{
D(f)
}
. (16)
where
D(f) =
1
2
∑
e∈
→
E
(f(e+)− f(e−))2 (17)
If we now consider infinite networks, the previous definitions can be extended as follows. A unit
flow θ from A to +∞, A ⊂ V , A finite, is an antisymmetric function θ :
→
E → R such that∑
e:e−∈A
θ(e) = 1 and ∀v /∈ A,
∑
e:e−=v
θ(e) = 0 (18)
Then
R(A↔∞; G) = inf{E (θ) : θ is a unit flow from A to ∞}. (19)
and
R(A↔∞; G) = 1
C (A↔∞; G) . (20)
satisfies
C (A↔∞; G) = inf
f :V→[0,+∞):f |A=0,f=1,
except on finitely many vertices
{D(f)} (21)
where the above notation means that we consider the resistance (resp. conductance) within the
network G.
Since we are dealing with trees we will often be able to compute resistances and conductances
using serial and parallel laws. If G is a finite network and T is the uniform spanning tree of G
we can write
P(e ∈ T) = R(e− ↔ e+) (22)
due to Kirchhoff’s law [K47]. For any vertex v ∈ T denote by C (v) the conductance
C (v ↔∞; T(v)), (23)
We will often use the following bounds on the conductance.
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Lemma 4. (i) For any v ∈ T we have
C (v ↔∞;T(v)) ≤ deg+(v), (24)
(ii) Assume moreover that po = p1 = 0. Then for any v ∈ T we have
C (v ↔∞;T(v)) ≥ 1.
Proof. (i) Because each edge incident to v has resistance 1, (24) is satisfied.
(ii) Note that every vertex in T has at least two descendants hence the resistance between v and
∞ in T(v) is at most the resistance between o and ∞ in a binary tree. The latter is 1 and hence
the claim follows.
The following lemma is a special case of a computation in the proof of the martingale property
in [M03, Theorem 6]. For convenience of the reader, we give here a short proof based on Wilson’s
algorithm, which is possible, since we are dealing with trees.
Lemma 5. Let o ∈ A ⊂ T be connected, B ⊂ ∂VA and e = (e−, e+) ∈ ∂EA with e+ /∈ B. Then
we have
WSFo(e
+ ∈ Fo|A ⊂ Fo, B ∩ Fo = ∅) = 1
1 + C (e+)
.
Proof. Take H large enough such that A ∪ B ∪ {e+} ⊂ H and let G be the graph obtained
from T∗H by identifying o and s. Let T
∗
H(e
+) be the subgraph of T∗H induced by the vertices in
(T(e+) ∩ H) ∪ {s}. Using Wilson’s algorithm to sample WSFo,H , we have that WSFo,H(e+ ∈
Fo|A ⊂ Fo, B ∩ Fo = ∅) equals the probability that a simple random walk in T∗H started at e+
hits e− before hitting s. This equals [1 + C (e+ ↔ s;T∗H(e+))]−1, and letting H go to T we
obtain the result.
2.2.2 The conductance martingale
Let us fix an environment T, and let F denote a sample from the measure WSFo defined on the
graph T. Recall Fo is the connected component of o in F.
We inductively construct a random increasing sequence E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ . . . of edges. Put
E0 = ∅. Assuming n ≥ 0 and that En has been defined, let Sn be the set of vertices in the
connected component of o in En ∩F (we have S0 = {o}). Let us call all edges in T \En that are
incident to Sn, active at time n, and let us denote by An the event that this set of active edges
is empty. On the event An, that is, when all edges in T incident to Sn belong to En, we set
En+1 = En. On the event A
c
n , we select an active edge en+1, and we set En+1 = En ∪ {en+1}.
(Note: at this point we have not yet specified how we select an active edge. In some cases
this will not matter, in some other cases we will make a more specific choice later.) The event
{|Fo| <∞} equals
⋃
n≥1 An. Let
Mn := C (Sn↔∞; T \ En). (25)
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Let Fn denote the σ-field generated by En and En∩F. By a result of Morris (see [M03, Theorem
8] and [LMS08, Lemma 3.3]) Mn is an Fn-martingale.
Since we are dealing with trees, the increments of Mn can be expressed very simply. Let
Cn := C (e
+
n+1) (cf. (23)) and recall that this is the conductance from e
+
n+1 to infinity in the
subtree T(e+n+1). Then by Lemma 5 the probability given Fn, that en+1 belongs to Fo equals
(1 + Cn)
−1. On this event, we have
Mn+1 −Mn = − 1
1 + 1
Cn
+ Cn = − Cn
1 + Cn
+ Cn =
C 2n
1 + Cn
.
Here the negative term is the conductance from e−n+1 to infinity via the edge en+1, and the
positive term is the conductance from e+n+1 to infinity. This implies that conditional on Fn we
have
Mn+1 −Mn =

C 2n
1 + Cn
with probability
1
1 + Cn
;
− Cn
1 + Cn
with probability
Cn
1 + Cn
.
(26)
Let
Di = E
T
[
M2i+1 −M2i
∣∣Fi] = Ci C 2i
(1 + Ci)2
. (27)
We will use the short notation PT instead of WSFo from now on and denote E
T the associated
expectation.
3 Bounded offspring distributions
In this section we give upper and lower bounds on waves when there exists a K such that pk = 0
for k > K. We will use the following stopping times:
τ− = inf{n ≥ 0 : Mn = 0}
τb,t = inf{n ≥ 0 : Mn ≥ bt1/2}, b > 0, t > 0.
We first assume that T has at least binary branching.
Theorem 3. Suppose p0 = p1 = 0 and there exists 2 ≤ K < ∞ such that pk = 0 for k > K.
Then for t > K2 we have
PT[|Fo| > t] ≤ 8M0 t−1/2 ≤ 8 deg(o) t−1/2. (28)
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Proof. By definition of Mn, we have that M0 = C (o), which is bounded above by deg(o) by
(24); thus the second inequality in (28) is satisfied. If M0 ≥ t1/2, the first inequality in (28) is
trivially true. Hence let us suppose that M0 < t
1/2. From Doob’s inequality we have
PT[τ1,t < τ
−] ≤ PT
[
sup
n
Mn ≥ t1/2
]
≤M0t−1/2.
Let τ = τ− ∧ τ1,t. We have
M20 = E
T
[
M2τ 1τ1,t<τ−
]− ET [τ−1∑
i=0
Di
]
. (29)
Due to (26) and (24), on the event {τ1,t < τ−} we have
Mτ −Mτ−1 ≤ Cτ−1 ≤ deg+(e+τ−1) ≤ K. (30)
Hence the first term in (29) is bounded above by
(t1/2 +K)2PT[τ1,t < τ
−] ≤M0 (t1/2 + 2K +K2t−1/2), (31)
and hence, for the second term in (29),
ET
[
τ−1∑
i=0
Di
]
≤M0 (t1/2 + 2K +K2t−1/2).
From this we have
PT
[
τ−1∑
i=0
Di > t/4
]
≤ 4M0 (t−1/2 + 2Kt−1 +K2t−3/2).
On the event {supnMn < t1/2}, we have τ = τ−, and
|Fo| = #(edges in Fo) + 1 ≤ #(edges examined until τ) ≤ 4
τ−1∑
i=0
Di,
since Di ≥ 1/4 when p0 = p1 = 0 (by Lemma 4,(ii)).
Therefore
PT
[|Fo| > t] ≤ PT [sup
n
Mn ≥ t1/2
]
+ PT
[
sup
n
Mn < t
1/2,
τ−1∑
i=0
Di > t/4
]
≤ M0
t1/2
(
1 + 4 + 2Kt−1/2 +K2t−1
)
.
When t > K2, the upper bound is at most 8M0t
−1/2 ≤ 8 deg(o)t−1/2.
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Remark 1. Recall F = {T survives}. Note that M0 > 0 on the event F .
Theorem 4. Suppose there exists 2 ≤ K < ∞ such that pk = 0 for k > K. Then a.s. on F
there exists c1 = c1(T,K) > 0 such that
PT[|Fo| > t] ≥ c1t−1/2.
Proof. We have (cf. (30) and (31))
M0 = E
T[Mτ1,t 1τ1,t<τ− ] ≤ (t1/2 +K)PT[τ1,t < τ−].
Hence
PT[τ1,t < τ
−] ≥ M0
t1/2 +K
. (32)
Observe that Di ≤ Ci ≤ K (cf. (30)). Thus on the event in (32) we have
t1/2 ≤Mτ1,t = ET[Mτ1,t+t 1τ−>τ1,t+t |Fτ1,t ]
≤ ET[M2τ1,t+t |Fτ1,t ]1/2 PT[τ− > τ1,t + t |Fτ1,t ]1/2
=
M2τ1,t + ET
[τ1,t+t∑
i=τ1,t
Di
∣∣∣∣Fτ1,t
]1/2 PT[τ− > τ1,t + t |Fτ1,t ]1/2
≤
(
(t1/2 +K)2 +Kt
)1/2
PT[τ− > τ1,t + t |Fτ1,t ]1/2.
Therefore, on the event {τ1,t < τ−}, we have that there exists c(K) > 0 such that
PT[τ− > τ1,t + t |Fτ1,t ] ≥
t
(t1/2 +K)2 +Kt
≥ c(K) > 0.
But since each vertex in Fo is adjacent to at most K edges that do not belong to Fo, we have
|Fo| > #(edges in Fo) ≥ 1
K + 1
#(edges examined in [τ1,t, τ1,t + t)) ≥ t
K + 1
on the event {τ− > τ1,t + t}. This gives for C(K) > 0 that
PT[|Fo| > t/(K + 1)] ≥ PT[τ1,t < τ−]PT[τ− > τ1,t + t | τ1,t < τ−] ≥ M0 c(K)
(C(K) + 2)t1/2
.
Replacing t with (K + 1)t and setting c1 :=
M0 c(K)
(C(K)+2) completes the proof.
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4 Unbounded offspring distributions
4.1 Unbounded offspring with at least binary branching
We now extend the upper bound of Theorem 3 to the case when the offspring distribution is
unbounded and consider, as before, first at least binary branching and then the general case.
Theorem 5. Suppose that p0 = p1 = 0. We have
PT[|Fo| ≥ t] ≤ 16 deg(o) t−1/2, t > 0.
Proof. Let us fix t ≥ 1. We impose the following restriction on selecting edges to examine for
the martingale. If there is an edge e available with C (e+)2/(1 + C (e+)) < (1/2)t1/2, we select
one such edge to examine, otherwise we select any other edge.
The statement of the theorem holds trivially, when deg(o) ≥ (1/16)t1/2, so we may assume
that deg(o) < (1/16)t1/2. For technical reasons, we assume the weaker statement deg(o) <
(1/16)(2t)1/2 .
Since the resistance of each edge incident with o is at most 1 (see Lemma 4), we have
M0 ≤ deg(o) < (1/16)(2t)1/2 < (1/4)t1/2 (33)
Hence, Doob’s inequality gives
PT[τ1/4,t < τ
−] ≤ PT
[
sup
n
Mn ≥ 1
4
t1/2
]
≤ 4M0t−1/2.
Consider the stopping time
σ = τ1/4,t ∧ inf
{
n ≥ 0 : C (e
+)2
1 + C (e+)
≥ 1
2
t1/2 for all active e at time n
}
.
When there are no active edges at all, that is, at time τ−, the condition on them holds vacuously,
and hence σ ≤ τ− ∧ τ1/4,t.
We claim that
On the event {σ < τ−}, we have Mσ ≤ t1/2. (34)
This amounts to showing that when Mσ ≥ 14t1/2, we have Mσ ≤ t1/2. Let e be the edge that
was added at time σ − 1. Then
Mσ =Mσ−1 +
C (e+)2
1 + C (e+)
≤ 1
4
t1/2 +
1
2
t1/2 < t1/2.
We now show that on the event {σ < τ−} we either have the event {τ1/4,t < τ−} or else no
edges are added to the cluster after time σ, that is: Fσ = Fn = Fτ− for all σ ≤ n ≤ τ−. Let us
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assume that Mσ <
1
4 t
1/2 (otherwise the event {τ1/4,t < τ−} has occurred). Let e1, . . . , eℓ be the
available edges at time σ. Examine each of the edges e1, . . . , eℓ in turn, to determine whether
they belong to Fo or not. Suppose that for some 1 ≤ j ≤ ℓ we have that ej is found to belong
to Fo, and let j be minimal such index. Then
Mσ+j =Mσ+j−1 +
C (e+j )
2
1 + C (e+j )
>
C (e+j )
2
1 + C (e+j )
≥ 1
2
t1/2 >
1
4
t1/2.
Thus the event {τ1/4,t < τ−} occurs. This proves our claim.
We can now argue similarly to the proof of Theorem 3. We have
M20 = E
T
[
M2σ 1σ<τ−
]− ET [σ−1∑
i=0
Di
]
.
Here by the above claim (34), the first term is bounded above by
ET
[
M2σ 1σ<τ−
] ≤ t1/2ET [Mσ 1σ<τ− ] = t1/2M0,
and hence
ET
[
σ−1∑
i=0
Di
]
≤M0t1/2.
From this we have
PT
[
σ−1∑
i=0
Di ≥ t/4
]
≤ 4M0
t1/2
.
On the event
{
supnMn <
1
4 t
1/2
}
, we have
#(edges in Fo) ≤ #(edges examined until σ) ≤ 4
σ−1∑
i=0
Di,
since Di ≥ 1/4 when p0 = p1 = 0.
Therefore, for any t such that deg(o) < (1/16)(2t)1/2 , we have
PT[|Fo| ≥ 2t] = PT[#(edges in Fo) ≥ 2t− 1]
≤ PT[#(edges in Fo) ≥ t]
≤ PT
[
sup
n
Mn ≥ 1
4
t1/2
]
+ PT
[
sup
n
Mn <
1
4
t1/2,
σ−1∑
i=0
Di > t/4
]
≤ 4M0
t1/2
+
4M0
t1/2
≤ 16M0
(2t)1/2
.
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4.2 Unbounded offspring with at least one child
We now further extend Theorem 3 to the case when the offspring distribution is unbounded and
p1 > 0 and p0 = 0.
Theorem 6. Suppose that p0 = 0 and 0 < p1 < 1. There exists C1 = C1(p) and an a.s. finite
random variable N2 = N2(T) such that for all t ≥ N2 we have
PT[|Fo| ≥ t] ≤ C1 deg(o) t−1/2, t ≥ 0
The idea is to show that there cannot be many active edges at time σ from which the
conductance is low, and hence there are sufficiently many terms Di such that Di > c for some
c > 0. In order to get conductance lower bounds, we start by proving that the resistance from
o has an exponential tail under the law of the branching process. We define a set of branching
points for the family tree. We regard T as a plane tree, so that the offspring of each individual
are ordered, and we can talk about the first, second, etc. offspring.
Let v∅ be the first descendant of o where the tree branches, that is, there are single offspring
until v∅ (recall that p0 = 0), but v∅ has at least two offspring (recall that 0 < p1 < 1). Consider
only the first two offspring of v∅. Let v1 and v2 be the first descendants of v∅ where branching
occurs, that is, each individual on the path between v∅ and vi has a single offspring, but vi has
at least two offspring (i = 1, 2). Analogously, we define vε1,...,εk for each (ε1, . . . , εk) ∈ {1, 2}k ,
k ≥ 0.
Let R∅ be the resistance between o and v∅ (this is the same as the generation difference,
since each edge has resistance 1), Rvi be the resistance between v∅ and vi (for i = 1, 2) and more
generally let Rε1,...,εk be the resistance between vε1,...,εk−1 and vε1,...,εk for k ≥ 1. These random
variables are independent, and apart from R∅, they are identically distributed with distribution
P[Rε1,...,εk = r] = p
r−1
1 (1−p1), r ≥ 1. The variable R∅ has distribution: P[R∅ = r] = pr1(1−p1),
r ≥ 0.
We denote R := R(o↔∞). We will need the following large deviation upper bound.
Lemma 6. For some t0 = t0(p1) > 0 and C2 = C2(p1) = (1 +
√
p1)
2/p1, we have
P[R > x] ≤ C2 e−t0x, x > 0.
Proof. For any 0 < t < − log(p1) the resistance variables all satisfy the bound
E[exp(tRε1,...,εk)] ≤ ϕ(t) :=
1− p1
p1
p1e
t
1− p1et =
(1− p1)et
1− p1et .
We fix t0 = −12 log(p1) > 0, so that for all 0 < t ≤ t0 the right hand side is bounded above by
(1 +
√
p1)/
√
p1 =
√
C2 <∞.
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By the series and parallel laws, the resistance between o and {v1, v2} is
R∅ +
1
1
R1
+ 1R2
. (35)
By the inequality between the harmonic mean and arithmetic mean, (35) can be bounded above
by
R∅ +
1
2
1
1
R1
+ 1
R2
2
≤ R∅ +
1
2
R1 +R2
2
= R∅ +
R1
4
+
R2
4
.
Iterating this argument, we get for the effective resistance R between o and ∞,
R ≤ R∅ +
1
4
(R1 +R2) +
1
16
(R1,1 +R1,2 +R2,1 +R2,2) + . . . .
Consequently, by Jensen’s inequality, we have
E[exp(tR)] ≤ E[exp(tR1)]E
[
exp
(
t
2
R1
)]
E
[
exp
(
t
4
R1,1
)]
. . .
≤ E[exp(tR1)]E[exp(tR1)]1/2 E[exp(tR1,1)]1/4 . . .
≤ ϕ(t)1+ 12+ 14+...
= ϕ(t)2 ≤ C2, 0 < t ≤ t0.
This gives the large deviation upper bound:
P[R > x] = P[et0R > et0x] ≤ C2 e−t0x.
Recall the anchored isoperimetry equation (1) and exponential bound (2). The following
proposition gives a bound on the probability of there being any connected subset of the Galton-
Watson tree that has ‘many’ boundary edges with low conductance to infinity. Let o ∈ A ⊂ T
be a connected set of vertices such that |A| = n. Let us call e ∈ ∂EA x-good if C (e+) > (1/x).
Let us say that A is x-good, if∣∣ {e ∈ ∂EA : e is x-good} ∣∣ ≥ 1
2
|∂EA| .
Proposition 1. Assume p0 = 0 and
∑
k≥0 kpk > 1. There exist x0 = x0(p) > 1, C3 = C3(p)
and c2 = c2(p) > 0 and an a.s. finite random variable N2 = N2(T) ≥ N1(T), such that
all connected sets A with o ∈ A ⊂ T and |A| ≥ N2 are x0-good .
Moreover, N2 satisfies the tail bound:
P[N2 ≥ n] ≤ C3 e−c2n.
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Proof. Fix a plane tree A (i.e. A is a rooted tree with root o and the children of each vertex of
A are ordered). Also fix numbers nv,mv for v ∈ A, with the following properties:
nv = number of children of v in A
n := |A| =
∑
v∈A
nv + 1
mv ≥ 0
dv := nv +mv
M :=
∑
v∈A
mv.
For each v ∈ A, fix a subset Iv ⊂ {1, . . . , dv} such that |Iv| = nv. If we view A as a subtree
of the tree T then every vertex v ∈ A has forward degree nv in A and forward degree dv in T.
Thus each v ∈ A has mv children in T which belong to ∂VA.
We define the events
E(A, {mv}, {Iv}) =

(T, o) has a rooted subtree (A′, o) isomorphic to (A, o)
such that the forward degree in T of each v ∈ A′ equals
dv and the set of children in A
′ of each v ∈ A′ equals
Iv

F (A, {mv}, {Iv};x) = E(A, {mv}, {Iv}) ∩
{
>
1
2
M edges in ∂EA
′ are not x-good
}
.
Let SM be a Binom(M,p) random variable with success probability p = P[R > x]. Conditional
on E(A, {mv}, {Iv}), the progeny of each of the M vertices w ∈ ∂VA′ are independent Galton-
Watson processes with the same distribution as T. Hence conditional on E(A, {mv}, {Iv}), the
probability of F (A, {mv}, {Iv};x) equals (for any λ > 0):
P
[
SM >
1
2
M
]
= P
[
eλSM > eλM/2
]
≤
(
1 + p(eλ − 1)
eλ/2
)M
.
Let us choose λ so that eλ − 1 = (2p)−1. Then the above gives
P
[
SM >
1
2
M
]
≤
 (3/2)√
1 + 12p
M =: α(p)M .
The probability of E(A, {mv}, {Iv}) equals
P
[
E(A, {mv}, {Iv})
]
=
∏
v∈A
p(dv) =
∏
v∈A
p(nv +mv).
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where for readability we wrote p(dv) and p(nv +mv) instead of pdv and pnv+mv . Therefore,
P[F (A, {mv}, {Iv};x)] ≤ α(p)M
∏
v∈A
p(nv +mv).
Let
E′(A, {mv}) =
{
(T, o) has a rooted subtree (A′, o) isomorphic to (A, o)
such that the forward degree in T of each v ∈ A′ equals
dv
}
F ′(A, {mv};x) = E′(A, {mv}) ∩
{
>
1
2
M edges in ∂EA
′ are not x-good
}
.
Taking a union bound over Iv gives:
P
[
E′(A, {mv})
] ≤ ∏
v∈A
(
nv +mv
nv
)
p(nv +mv). (36)
Therefore,
P
[
F ′(A, {mv};x)
] ≤ α(p)M/2 ∏
v∈A
(
nv +mv
nv
)
p(nv +mv) (α(p)
1/2)mv . (37)
In order to sum over mv, we are going to use that∑
m≥0
(
n+m
n
)
p(n+m) zm =
1
n!
∑
m≥0
p(n+m) (m+ n) · · · (m+ 1) zm = 1
n!
f (n)(z), (38)
where f is the generating function of the offspring distribution of T.
For a fixed M˜ , let us define
E′′(A, M˜ ) =
{
(T, o) has a rooted subtree (A′, o) isomor-
phic to (A, o) such that |∂EA′| ≥ M˜
}
F ′′(A, M˜ ;x) = E′′(A, M˜ ) ∩
{
>
1
2
|∂EA′| edges in ∂EA′ are not x-good
}
.
Keeping M˜ fixed, we use (38) to sum (37) over {mv} such that M =
∑
v∈Amv ≥ M˜ . First note
that α(p)M/2 ≤ α(p)M˜/2, if p is sufficiently small so that α(p) < 1. Next, in performing the
summations over each mv, we can neglect the requirement
∑
v∈Amv ≥ M˜ for an upper bound,
and extend the sums over all mv ≥ 0. This gives
P
[
F ′′(A, M˜ ;x)
] ≤ α(p)M˜/2 ∏
v∈A
1
nv!
f (nv)(α(p)1/2). (39)
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Since |f(z)| ≤ 1 on the circle |z| = 1, Cauchy’s theorem gives
1
n!
f (n)(α(p)1/2) ≤ 2n+1, whenever 0 < α(p)1/2 ≤ 1/2.
Substituting this into (39) gives
P
[
F ′′(A, M˜ ;x)
] ≤ α(p)M˜/2 ∏
v∈A
2nv+1 = α(p)M˜/2 22n−1 < α(p)M˜/2 4n. (40)
Let
F ′′′(n, M˜ ;x) =

(T, o) has a rooted subtree of n vertices with external
edge boundary of size ≥ M˜ , such that more than half of
the edges in the external edge boundary are not x-good
 .
There are ≤ 4n non-isomorphic rooted plane trees (A, o) of n vertices. (This can be seen by
considering the depth-first search path of A starting from o, which gives an encoding of the tree
by a simple random walk path of length 2n.) Summing (40) over (A, o), keeping n and M˜ fixed
gives:
P
[
F ′′′(n, M˜ ;x)
]
< α(p)M˜/2 16n. (41)
Let
Ω0(n) := {ω : N1(T(ω)) ≤ n},
so that for all ω ∈ Ω0(n) we have that
for all finite connected o ∈ A ⊂ T(ω) with |A| = n we have |∂EA| ≥ δ0|A|.
Recall the constants t0 = t0(p1) and C2 = C2(p1) from Lemma 6. Let us choose x0 sufficiently
large, so that with p := C2 e
−t0x0 we have α(p)δ0/2 < (32)−1. Then (41) with M˜ = δ0n gives
P
[
Ω0(n) ∩ {∃ finite connected o ∈ A ⊂ T with |A| = n that is not x0-good}
]
≤ P[F ′′′(n, δ0n;x0)] ≤ 2−n. (42)
The Borel-Cantelli Lemma implies that the event in the left hand side of (42) can occur for only
finitely many n. Let N2 be the smallest integer ≥ N1 such that this event does not occur for
any n ≥ N2, i.e. any finite connected o ∈ A ⊂ T of size n is x0-good. Moreover (42), and the
already proved tail estimate for N1 yield
P[N2 > n] ≤ P[N1 > n] + 2−n + 2−n−1 + · · · ≤ C3e−c2n.
The proof is complete.
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Proof of Theorem 6. Just as in the proof of Theorem 5, we obtain that
ET
[
σ−1∑
i=0
Di
]
≤M0t1/2. (43)
Recall the positive constant δ0 from (1), the positive constant x0 of Proposition 1, and the
a.s. finite random variable N2 = N2(T) of Proposition 1.
Assume that T satisfies the event {N2(T) ≤ t}. On the event{
sup
n
Mn ≤ 1
4
t1/2
}
∩ {#(edges in Fo) > t− 1},
we have |Fo| ≥ N2 ≥ N1. Hence by the anchored isoperimetry equation (1) and by Proposition
1 we have
#(edges in Fo) = |Fo| − 1
≤ 1
δ0
|∂EFo|
≤ 2
δ0
#(edges in ∂EFo with conductance > 1/x0)
≤ 2
δ0
(
4x30
σ−1∑
i=0
Di +#(edges in ∂EFo examined after time σ − 1)
)
,
(44)
where the last inequality used that when Ci > 1/x0, we have (recall (27))
Di = Ci
C 2i
(1 + Ci)2
≥ 1
4x30
.
In order to estimate the last term in the right hand side of (44), we use that if e1, . . . , eℓ are the
edges that are examined after time σ, then on the event {supnMn < (1/4)t1/2}, we have
(1/4)t1/2 > Mσ =
ℓ∑
j=1
C (e+j )
1 + C (e+j )
≥ ℓ (1/2)t
1/2
1 + (1/2)t1/2
= ℓ
1
1 + 2t−1/2
≥ ℓ (1− 2t−1/2),
and hence for t ≥ 16 we have
ℓ ≤ (1/4)t
1/2
1− 2t−1/2 ≤ (1/2)t
1/2.
This gives that the right hand side of (44) is at most
8x30
δ0
σ−1∑
i=0
Di +
2
δ0
t1/2
2
.
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The inequality (43) implies that
PT
[
σ−1∑
i=0
Di >
t δ0
16x30
]
≤ 16x
3
0M0
δ0
t−1/2.
Thus if t ≥ t0 := (2 δ−10 )2, and T satisfies the event {N2(T) ≤ t}, we have 2δ0 t
1/2
2 ≤ t2 , and
hence for all t ≥ t0 we have
PT
[|Fo| > t] = PT[#(edges in Fo) > t− 1]
≤ PT
[
sup
n
Mn ≥ 1
4
t1/2
]
+ PT
[
sup
n
Mn <
1
4
t1/2,
8x30
δ0
σ−1∑
i=0
Di >
t
2
]
≤ 4M0t−1/2 + 16x
3
0M0
δ0
t−1/2
≤ deg(o)
[
4 +
16x30
δ0
]
t−1/2.
(45)
Observe that when t < t0, the right hand side of (45) is at least (16x
3
0/δ0)t
−1/2
0 = 8x
3
0 > 1, and
hence the inequality holds trivially. This completes the proof.
4.3 Unbounded offspring with p0 > 0
We now extend the upper bound to the case when p0 > 0.
We use a well-known decomposition of the supercritical branching process [LP16, Section
5.7]. Let q be the probability of survival of T, i.e. q = P(F ). We construct T′ with root o from
T in the following way. For any v ∈ T such that T(v) is finite, we remove all vertices of T(v)
from T. Conditioned on the event F when T survives, T′ is distributed as the family tree of a
Galton-Watson process with generating function:
f∗(z) =
f (q + z(1− q))− q
1− q .
Let {p˜k}k≥0 be the offspring distribution of T conditioned on extinction, that is, having gener-
ating function
f˜(z) =
1
q
f(q z).
Then T can be obtained from T′ as follows. Let {T˜v : v ∈ T′} be i.i.d. family trees with offspring
distribution {p˜k}k≥0. Identify the root of T˜v with vertex v of T′. Then
T
′ ∪
(
∪vT˜v
)
dist
= T. (46)
We will start with a useful lemma which states that all finite subtrees T˜v belong to the
avalanche cluster if and only if their root v belongs to it.
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Lemma 7. Let F′o denote the WSFo cluster of o in T
′. We can couple Fo to F
′
o via
Fo = F
′
o ∪
(
∪v∈F′oT˜v
)
. (47)
Proof. Use Wilson’s algorithm to generate Fo by first starting random walks at vertices of T
′.
This generates precisely F′o, since any part of a walk inside any T˜
v gets erased. Now add paths
starting at vertices of T˜v. Since T˜v is finite, all these paths hit v. Hence v ∈ F′o if and only if
T˜
v ⊂ Fo, and the claim follows.
Remark 2. Alternatively, it is not difficult to verify directly that a sandpile configuration re-
stricted to any set T˜v \ {v} is deterministic, and its height equals deg(w) − 1 at w. Hence if v
topples in a wave, all of T˜v topples.
Let us write deg′(o) for the degree of o in the subtree T′.
Theorem 7. Suppose that p0 > 0 and
∑
k≥0 kpk > 1. There exist C4 = C4(p) and a random
variable N3 = N3(T) that is a.s. finite on the event when T survives, such that on the event of
survival, for all t ≥ N3 we have
PT
[|Fo| > t] ≤ C4 deg′(o) t−1/2.
In particular,
PT
[|Fo| > t] ≤ C4N1/23 deg′(o) t−1/2, t > 0.
Moreover, N3 satisfies the tail bound: P[N3 ≥ n] ≤ C5e−c3n for some C5 = C5(p) and c3 =
c3(p) > 0.
Proof. The size of T˜o has an exponential tail; see for example [H63, Theorem 13.1]. Thus there
exists λ0 = λ0(p) > 0 such that
E
[
exp(λ0|T˜o|)
]
=: C(λ0) <∞. (48)
Observe that T′ satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 6, and hence F′o satisfies the bound of
Theorem 6. Conditionally on T′ and F′o, the trees T˜
v are i.i.d. with the distribution of T˜o. This
implies together with Lemma 7 that (cf. (48))
(P× PT)
[ ∑
v∈F′o
∣∣∣T˜v∣∣∣ > u ∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣F′o∣∣ = s
]
≤ e−λ0uC(λ0)s. (49)
Let 0 < b ≤ 1/2 be a number that we fix with the property that
C(λ0)
b ≤ eλ0/4 (50)
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Let Bt denote the event:
Bt :=
∣∣F′o∣∣ ≤ bt, ∑
v∈F′o
∣∣∣T˜v∣∣∣ > t/2
 ,
so that if we require N3(T) ≥ N2(T′)/b, then we have by Theorem 6
PT[|Fo| > t] ≤ PT[|F′o| > bt] + PT[Bt] ≤ C1 b−1/2 deg′(o)t−1/2 + PT[Bt]. (51)
In order to bound the second term, let At denote the event:
At :=
{
PT[Bt] > exp(−λ0t/8)
}
.
We have
P(At) = (P× PT)[At] ≤ exp
(
λ0t/8
)
E
[
PT[Bt]
]
= exp
(
λ0t/8
)
(P× PT)[Bt]
= exp(λ0t/8) (E × ET)
[
(P× PT)[Bt |T′, F′o]
]
.
(52)
Then using the estimates (49) and (50) on the event
{|F′o| = s} for s ≤ b, we have
(P× PT)[Bt ∣∣T′, F′o] I[|F′o| = s] ≤ C(λ0)s exp (− λ0(t/2))
≤ exp (− λ0t/4).
Substituting this into the right hand side of (52) and summing over 1 ≤ s ≤ bt, we get
(P× PT)[At] ≤ exp
(− λ0t/8).
By the Borel-Cantelli Lemma, there exists an a.s. finite N ′3(T), so that At does not occur for
t ≥ N ′3(T). For such t, we have in (51) PT[Bt] ≤ exp(−λ0t/8), which is less than ce−t/2 for
t ≥ N ′′3 . Taking N3(T) = max(N ′3(T), N ′′3 ) the proof is complete.
4.4 Lower bound for unbounded offspring distributions
Finally, we extend Theorem 4 to the case of unbounded offspring distribution. For this we
introduce the following assumption:
there exists z0 := e
β0 > 1 such that f(z0) <∞. (M-β)
Theorem 8. Suppose that p satisfies Assumption (M-β) with some β0 > 0, and suppose that∑
k≥0 kpk > 1. Then conditioned on F there exists c = c(T) > 0 such that
PT
[|Fo| > t] ≥ ct−1/2.
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We start by proving large deviation bounds on the conductance to infinity from the exterior
vertex boundary of a set. Recall definition (23).
Proposition 2. Under Assumption (M-β), there exist γ0 = γ0(p), C = C(p) and c = c(p) > 0
such that for any γ0 ≤ γ <∞ and any n ≥ 1 we have
P
∃ connected set o ∈ A ⊂ T with |A| = n such that ∑
w∈∂V A
C (w) > γn
 ≤ C exp(−cγn),
(53)
Moreover, there exists an a.s. finite C ′ = C ′(T), such that for any finite connected set o ∈ A ⊂ T
we have
|A ∪ ∂VA| ≤ C ′|A|. (54)
Proof. The strategy of the proof is broadly similar to that of Proposition 1, and we are going
to use some of the notation introduced there. We first fix a plane tree A of size n and numbers
{nv,mv}, and sets {Iv}. Recall (24). This implies that if 1 < eβ < z0, then
E
[
eβC (o)
] ≤∑
k≥0
eβkpk = f(e
β).
This implies that
P
[ ∑
w∈∂V A′
C (w) > γn
∣∣∣∣∣E(A, {mv}, {Iv})
]
≤ f(eβ)M exp(−βγn),
and hence
P
E(A, {mv}, {Iv}), ∑
w∈∂V A′
C (w) > γn
 ≤ exp(−βγn) ∏
v∈A
p(nv +mv) f(e
β)mv .
Taking a union bound and summing over {Iv} yields:
P
E′(A, {mv}), ∑
w∈∂V A′
C (w) > γn

≤ exp(−βγn)
∏
v∈A
(
nv +mv
nv
)
p(nv +mv) f(e
β)mv
= exp(−βγn)
∏
v∈A
1
nv!
(mv + nv) · · · (mv + 1) p(nv +mv) f(eβ)mv .
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Choosing β > 0 sufficiently small we may assume that 1 < z1 := f(e
β) < z0. Summing over
{mv} yields:
P
E′′(A, 1), ∑
w∈∂V A′
C (w) > γn
 ≤ exp(−βγn) ∏
v∈A
1
nv!
f (nv)(z1). (55)
Due to Cauchy’s theorem, we have
1
nv!
f (nv)(z1) ≤ f(z0) 1
(z0 − z1)nv+1 ≤ f(z0)C
nv+1.
Substituting this into (55) and summing over A, while keeping n fixed, yields
P
∃ connected set o ∈ A ⊂ T with |A| = n such that ∑
w∈∂V A
C (w) > γn

≤ exp(−βγn) 4n f(z0)nC2n−1.
(56)
Choosing γ sufficiently large completes the proof of the claim (53) about the sum of conductances.
The second claim (54) can be proved similarly. With the choice of β above, we write
P
[
E(A, {mv}, {Iv})
]
=
∏
v∈A
p(nv +mv) = e
−βM
∏
v∈A
p(nv +mv) e
βmv .
Summing over {Iv} gives:
P
[
E′(A, {mv})
] ≤ e−βM ∏
v∈A
(
nv +mv
nv
)
p(nv +mv) e
βmv .
Fix some C ′′ and sum over all {mv}, with M ≥ M˜ := (C ′′ − 1)n. This gives
P
[
E′′(A, M˜ )
]
≤ e−β(C′′−1)n
∏
v∈A
1
nv!
f (nv)(z1) ≤ e−β(C′′−1)nf(z0)n C2n−1.
Summing over A gives
P
[∃ connected set o ∈ A ⊂ T with
|A| = n such that |∂VA| ≥ (C ′′−1)n
]
≤ e−β(C′′−1)n 4n f(z0)nC2n−1.
If C ′′ is sufficiently large, the estimate in the right hand side is summable in n ≥ 1, and hence
we have |A ∪ ∂VA| ≤ C ′′|A| = C ′′n for all but finitely many n. Increasing C ′′ to some C ′, if
necessary, yields the claim (54) on the size of the boundary.
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Lemma 8. Under Assumption (M-β), there exists an a.s. finite C = C(T) such that
ET
[
τ− ∧ t] ≤ Ct1/2, t ≥ 1.
Proof. Note that the set of edges examined by the conductance martingale up to time τ− equals
the edges in Fo union the edge boundary of Fo. Thus τ
− = |Fo| − 1 + |∂V Fo|. Using (54) of
Proposition 2, we have
PT
[
τ− ≥ s] ≤ PT[|Fo ∪ ∂V Fo| ≥ s] ≤ PT[|Fo| ≥ (1/C ′)s].
The right hand side is at most Cs−1/2, due to Theorems 5, 6 and 7. Summing over 1 ≤ s ≤ t
proves the claim.
We need one more proposition for the proof of Theorem 8.
Proposition 3. Under Assumption (M-β), there exists an a.s. finite C = C(T) such that
τ−∧t−1∑
i=0
Di ≤ C(τ− ∧ t).
Proof. Let A be the connected subgraph of T consisting of the edges inside Fo that have been
examined by time τ− ∧ t and found to be in Fo. Then |A| ≤ τ− ∧ t. For times i such that the
edge ei = (e
−
i , e
+
i ) examined at time i was found to be in Fo, we use the bound (cf. (24), (27))
Di = Ci
C 2i
(1 + Ci)2
≤ Ci ≤ deg+(e+i ).
The sum of Di over such i is hence bounded by |A ∪ ∂VA|. We bound the sum of Di over the
rest of the times by the total conductance from ∂VA to infinity. Due to Proposition 2, there
exists an a.s. finite C = C(T) such that
τ−∧t−1∑
i=0
Di ≤ |A ∪ ∂V A|+
∑
w∈∂V A
C (w) ≤ C|A| ≤ C(τ− ∧ t).
Proof of Theorem 8. Recall Remark 1. Using Proposition 3 and Lemma 8, we write
ET
[
M2t
]
= ET
[
M2t 1τ−>t
]
=M20 + E
T
τ−∧t−1∑
i=0
Di
 ≤M20 + C ET[τ− ∧ t]
≤M20 + C t1/2 ≤ Ct1/2.
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This gives
M0 = E
T
[
Mt
]
= ET [Mt 1τ−>t] ≤
(
ET
[
M2t
])1/2
PT
[
τ− > t
]1/2
,
and hence
PT
[
τ− > t
] ≥ M20
Ct1/2
.
This gives, using (54) of Proposition 2, that
PT
[|Fo| ≥ t] ≥ PT[|Fo ∪ ∂V Fo| ≥ (1/C ′)t]
= PT
[|Fo| − 1 + |∂V Fo| ≥ (1/C ′)t− 1]
= PT
[
τ− ≥ (1/C ′)t− 1]
≥ c4 t−1/2.
5 From waves to avalanches
5.1 Quenched lower bound on avalanche size
Recall that given a supercritical Galton-Watson tree T, we denoted by v∗ = v∗(T) the closest
vertex to o with the property that v∗ has at least two children with an infinite line of descent.
That is, the smallest integer k such that |T′k+1| > 1 is |v∗|.
The following theorem implies the quenched lower bound of Theorem 1 stated in the intro-
duction.
Theorem 9. Under assumption (M-β) and µ =
∑
k≥0 kpk > 1, there exists c0 = c0(T) that is
a.s. positive on the event when T survives, such that we have
νT
[
S > t
] ≥ νT [∣∣W 1(η)∣∣ > t] ≥ νT [∣∣∣WN−|v∗|(η)∣∣∣ > t] ≥ c0 t−1/2. (57)
Proof. The first inequality follows from S = W 1(η) + · · · +WN (η), and the second one from
Lemma 1 (iii). For the third inequality, assume the event that T survives. Let y1, . . . , yℓ be the
children of v∗ with infinite line of descent, ℓ ≥ 2. Let G be the connected component of o in
T \
(
∪ℓj=1T(yj)
)
, and note that G is a finite graph. We will use Wilson’s algorithm to construct
an event on which v∗ is in Fo but y1 is not. Let us draw a sample of Fo in the following way. Let
S(1), . . . , S(ℓ) be independent simple random walks starting at y1, . . . , yℓ, respectively. Assume
the event:
G :=
{
S(1) hits o, and S(j), j = 2, . . . , ℓ do not hit v∗
}
.
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On this event Fo will a wave with the property that v
∗ topples, but on of its children does not.
Hence by Lemma 2, this wave is WN−|v
∗|(η). Moreover, we have
Fo = G ∪ F′o,
where F′o is distributed as the WSFo component of y1 in T
′
1 = T(y1). Thus, applying Theorem
8 to T′1 and using transience of the simple random walk on T, we have
νT
[
|WN−|v∗|(η)| > t
]
≥ PT[G, |F′o| > t] = PT[G]PT′1[|F′o| > t] ≥ c(T) c(T′1) t−1/2.
This completes the proof.
5.2 Upper bound on avalanche size
Recall that N denotes the number of waves. This equals the largest integer k, such that the
first wave contains all vertices in the k-th generation of T, see Lemma 1 (ii). Let GT(x, y) =
(∆T)−1(x, y), where ∆T is the graph Laplacian of T. This is the same as the Green’s function of
the continuous time simple random walk on T that crosses each edge at rate 1. Let o ∈ T′ ⊂ T
denote the subtree consisting of those vertices of T that have an infinite line of descent. Let
T
′
k (T
′
≤k, etc.) denote the set of vertices in the k-th generation of T
′ (in all generations up to
generation k, etc.), respectively.
We use the notation PTv for the law of a simple random walk {Sn}n≥0 on T with S0 = v. We
denote the hitting time of a set A by ξA := inf{n ≥ 0 : Sn ∈ A}.
Lemma 9. There exists c > 0 such that
νT
[
N ≥ k] ≤ GT(o, o) exp
− ∑
e:e+∈T′k
C (e+)
1 + C (e+)
 .
Proof. We can upper bound the probability that the first wave contains T≤k by G
T(o, o) times
the probability that a typical wave contains it. Thus by Lemma 3
νT
[
N ≥ k] ≤ GT(o, o)PT[Fo ⊃ T≤k] ≤ GT(o, o)PT[Fo ⊃ T′k].
Using Wilson’s algorithm (cf. [W96], and the end of Section 2.1.4), with walks started at vertices
in T′k, we get that the probability in the right hand side is at most∏
e:e+∈T′k
(
1− PTe+(ξe− =∞)
)
≤
∏
e:e+∈T′k
exp
(
−PTe+(ξe− =∞)
)
≤
∏
e:e+∈T′k
exp
(
− C (e
+)
1 + C (e+)
)
.
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Recall that F = {T survives}.
Lemma 10. Assume that 1 < µ :=
∑
k≥0 kpk <∞.
(i) We can find a constant C3 = C3(p), and on the event F an a.s. finite K1 = K1(T
′) such
that for all k ≥ K1 we have
max
{
N3(T(e
+)) : e ∈ ∂ET′<k
} ≤ C3 ∣∣T′k∣∣.
Moreover, we have P[K1 ≥ k0 |F ] ≤ C exp(−k0).
(ii) We can also find C4 = C4(p), and on the event F an a.s. finite K2 = K2(T
′) ≥ N1(T′),
such that for all k ≥ K2 we have ∣∣T′k+1∣∣ ≤ exp( 18x0 ∣∣T′k∣∣
)
.
Moreover, we have P[K2 ≥ k0 |F ] ≤ C exp(−ck0).
Proof. (i) By Theorem 7, conditioned on T′≤k, the trees
{
T(e+) : e ∈ ∂ET′<k
}
are independent,
and the variables N3(T(e
+)) have an exponential tail. Hence we have
P
[
max
{
N3(T(e
+)) : e ∈ ∂ET′<k
}
> C3
∣∣T′k∣∣]
= E
[
P
[
max
{
N3(T(e
+)) : e ∈ ∂ET′<k
}
> C3
∣∣T′k∣∣ ∣∣∣T≤k]]
≤ E
 ∑
e∈∂ET′<k
P
[
N3(T(e
+)) > C3
∣∣T′k∣∣ ∣∣∣T′≤k]

≤ E [∣∣T′k∣∣ C exp (−cC3 ∣∣T′k∣∣)] .
If C3 > 2/c, then the right hand side is at most
C E[exp(−|T′k|)] ≤ C e−k.
This is summable in k ≥ 1, and hence statement (i) follows from the Borel-Cantelli Lemma.
(ii) Condition on T′≤k. Then denoting by µ
′ the mean of the offspring of T′,
P
[
|T′k+1| > exp
(
1
8x0
∣∣T′k∣∣)
∣∣∣∣∣T′≤k
]
≤ E
[
|T′k+1|
∣∣∣T′≤k] exp(− 18x0 ∣∣T′k∣∣
)
= µ′
∣∣T′k∣∣ exp(− 18x0 ∣∣T′k∣∣
)
≤ C exp
(
− 1
16x0
∣∣T′k∣∣) .
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If k ≥ N1(T′), we have by anchored isoperimetry∣∣T′k∣∣ ≥ δ0 ∣∣T′<k∣∣ ≥ δ0 k,
and hence the probability that the claimed inequality fails for some k ≥ k0 is at most
P[N1(T
′) > k0] +
∞∑
k=k0
C exp
(
− δ0
16x0
k
)
≤ C exp(−ck0).
Using the Borel-Cantelli Lemma yields statement (ii).
Theorem 10. Assume that 1 < µ :=
∑
k≥0 kpk <∞. There exists C = C(p) and an a.s. finite
N4 = N4(T) such that for all t ≥ N4 we have
PT[S > t] ≤ C t−1/2.
Proof. Since S = |W 1(η)| + · · · + |WNo(η)|, where W 1(η) ⊃ · · · ⊃ WNo(η), see Lemma 1 (iii),
we can write
PT[S > t] =
∑
k≥1
PT[No = k, S > t] ≤
∑
k≥1
PT[No = k, |W 1(η)| > t/k]
≤
∑
k≥1
PT[No ≥ k, |W 1(η)| > t/k] ≤
∑
k≥1
PT[W 1(η) ⊃ T′k, |W 1(η)| > t/k]
≤
∑
k≥1
GT(o, o)PT[Fo ⊃ T′k, |Fo| > t/k].
(58)
Note that T′ is a supercritical Galton-Watson tree. If k ≥ N2(T′), then the crude bound
|T′<k| ≥ k ≥ N2(T′) allows us to apply Proposition 1 to the set T′<k. This implies that, using
the proof of Lemma 9, and (2) (since N2 ≥ N1)
PT[Fo ⊃ T′k] ≤ exp
− ∑
e∈∂ET
′
<k
C (e+)
1 + C (e+)
 ≤ exp(−1
2
|T′k|
1/x0
1 + (1/x0)
)
≤ exp
(
− 1
4x0
|T′k|
)
≤ exp
(
− δ0
4x0
|T′<k|
)
.
(59)
Due to this bound, we may restrict ourselves to bound the last sum in (58) to k such that
|T′<k| ≤ C2 log t, where C2 is chosen so that C2δ0/(4x0) > 1/2.
Write T = T′<k∪
(
∪v∈T′<k T˜v
)
for short. Recall the constant b chosen in the proof of Theorem
7. Similarly to computations made there, we have for α ≤ 1/3 such that α = b/(1 + b), using
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(48), (50)
P
[|T | > (1/α)|T′<k|] =∑
A
P
[
T
′
<k = A
]
P
[|T | > (1/α)|A| ∣∣T′<k = A]
=
∑
A
P
[
T
′
<k = A
]
P
[∑
v∈A
|Tv| > (1/b)|A|
]
≤
∑
A
P
[
T
′
<k = A
]
e−λ0 (1/b) |A|C(λ0)
|A|
≤
∑
A
P
[
T
′
<k = A
]
e−(3/4) (λ0/b) |A| ≤ e−(3/4) k λ0/b.
Thus there exists an a.s. finite K3 = K3(T
′) such that for all k ≥ max{K3(T′), N1(T′)} we have
|T | ≤ (1/b) ∣∣T′<k∣∣ ≤ (b δ0)−1 ∣∣T′k∣∣ . (60)
Moreover,
P[K3 ≥ k0] ≤ C exp(−ck0). (61)
Let us assume that k ≥ max{K1(T′), K2(T′), K3(T′), N2(T′)}. For an edge e ∈ ∂ET′<k, let
us write Fo,e+ = Fo ∩ T(e+). This way, conditionally on Fo ⊃ T′[k], we have
Fo = T
′
<k ∪
(
∪e∈∂ET′<kFo,e+
)
,
where the conditional distribution of Fo,e+ equals that of Fo(T(e
+)).
Then we have going back to (58) and using (59), (60), with the restriction to k such that
|T′k| ≤ |T′<k| ≤ C2 log t,
PT[Fo ⊃ T′k, |Fo| > t/k]
≤ exp
(
− 1
4x0
|T′k|
)
PT
[ ∑
e∈∂ET
′
<k
|Fo,e+| > (t/k)− |T |
∣∣∣∣Fo ⊃ T′k]
≤ exp
(
− 1
4x0
|T′k|
)
PT
[ ∑
e∈∂ET
′
<k
|Fo,e+| > (t/k)− (α δ0)−1 |T′k|
∣∣∣∣Fo ⊃ T′k]
≤ exp
(
− 1
4x0
|T′k|
) ∑
e∈∂ET
′
<k
PT(e
+)
[
|Fo| > t
k |T′k|
− (α δ0)−1
]
≤ exp
(
− 1
4x0
|T′k|
) ∑
e∈∂ET
′
<k
PT(e
+)
[
|Fo| > t
2 k |T′k|
]
.
(62)
In the last step we used that |T′k| ≤ |T′<k| ≤ C2 log t (and hence also k ≤ C2 log t).
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Applying Theorem 7 to the probability in the right hand side of (62) yields the upper bound
C ′ 21/2 t−1/2 k1/2 |T′k|1/2 exp
(
− 1
4x0
|T′k|
) ∑
e∈∂ET
′
<k
deg′
T(e+)(e
+)N
1/2
3 (T(e
+)). (63)
Due to k ≥ K1, K2, and Lemma 10, this expression is at most
C ′′ t−1/2 k1/2 |T′k|1/2 |T′k|1/2 exp
(
− 1
4x0
|T′k|
) ∑
e∈∂ET
′
<k
deg′+(e
+)
≤ C ′′ t−1/2 k1/2 |T′k| exp
(
− 1
4x0
|T′k|
)
|T′k+1|
≤ C ′′ t−1/2 k1/2 |T′k| exp
(
− 1
8x0
|T′k|
)
.
(64)
Since k ≥ K2 ≥ N1, we have
|T′k| ≥ δ0 |T′<k| ≥ δ0k,
and the right hand side of (64) is at most C ′′′ t−1/2 for C ′′′ := C ′′e−3/212x0(δ0)
−1 where we used
that the function y 7→ y3/2e−y/(8x0y) has a maximum at y = 12x0.
We bound the sum of the terms 1 ≤ k < N ′ := max{K1, K2, K3, N2} above by
GT(o, o)N ′ PT[|Fo| > t/N ′] ≤ C GT(o, o) (N ′)1/2N1/23 deg′(o) t−1/2. (65)
This completes the proof of the theorem.
6 Annealed bounds
Finally, we prove annealed bounds.
Theorem 11. (i) Under Assumption (M-β), there exists c = c(p) > 0 such that
E
[
νT[S > t]
∣∣T survives] ≥ E[νT[|Av(η)| > t] ∣∣T survives] ≥ c t−1/2.
(ii) Assume that there exists δ > 0 such that
∑
k≥0 k
1+δpk < ∞. There exists C = C(p) such
that
E
[
νT[|Av(η)| > t]
∣∣T survives] ≤ E[νT[S > t] ∣∣T survives] ≤ C t−1/2.
Proof. Part (i) follows immediately after taking expectations in (57) of Theorem 9.
For part (ii), we take expectations in the right hand sides of (64) and (65). The former has
expecation of the claimed form. For the latter, we use Ho¨lder’s inequality to bound
E
[
GT(o, o) (N ′)1/2N
1/2
3 deg
′(o) |F ], (66)
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where recall that F = {T survives}. We use the exponent a4 = 1 + δ for the term deg′(o), and
we select exponents a1, a2, a3 > 1 such that 1 = a
−1
1 + a
−1
2 + a
−1
3 + a
−1
4 . This gives that the
expression in (66) is at most
E[GT(o, o)a1 |F ]1/a1 E[(N ′)a2/2 |F ]1/a2 E[Nπ3/23 |F ]1/a3 E[deg′(o)a4 |F ]1/a4 . (67)
Our assumption on p implies that E[deg′(o)1+δ |F ] <∞. The tail bounds on N3 in Theorem 7
and those on K2,K3, N2 in Lemma 10, in (61), and in Proposition 1 (respectively) imply that
the second and third terms in (67) are finite. The GT(o, o) term is estimated from
GT(o, o) ≤ |To|GT′(o, o) = |To|R(T′).
Since both |To| and R have exponential tails this implies that the first term in (67) is finite.
This completes the proof.
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